YOUR MEMORY WINS AGAIN

RECORD: MCA-53271, MCA RECORDS, BY SKIP EWING, 3:05

CHOREO: JOY BRINDLEY AND BARBARA DURRANCE

START: 16 BEATS, LEFT FOOT

SEQUENCE: AS WRITTEN

PART STEPS

I

DTSRS DTSRS DTS DTS DTS RS DTSRS DTSRS DTS DTS DTS RS
N L R L R L RL R L R L RL

TRO

A

DTS(OTS) R(XIB) STEP(OTS) DR SL DR SL DTS DTS RS RS
L R L L L L R L RL RL

REPEAT ABOVE MOVING RIGHT, ALTERNATING FOOTWORK

DTS DT(B) BR(XIF) TOUCH(XIF) DT(B) DTS DT(B) DTS
L R R R R R L L

REPEAT ABOVE, ALTERNATE FOOTWORK

B

DTS(XIF) BREAK HEEL DTSRS DTS(XIF) BREAK HEEL DTSRS
L R R LRL R L L RL

I

DTS RS RS RS MOVING LEFT
L RL RL RL

REPEAT CHAIN 3 TIMES, MOVING BACK, RIGHT AND FORWARD

REPEAT A

REPEAT B

II

DTS RS RS RS DTS RS RS RS
L RL RL RL R LR LR LR

C

DTS DTS DTS DTS MOVING FORWARD
L R L L

DRAG STEP DRAG STEP DRAG STEP DRAG STEP MOVING BACK
R L L R R L L R

TURN 1/2 RIGHT ON LAST DRAG STEP

REPEAT ABOVE, SAME FOOTWORK AND TURN DIRECTION

STEP ON LEFT FOOT, PAUSE 3 BEATS, GET READY WITH LEFT FOOT

LEVEL: INTERMEDIATE

DIRECTIONS

"TWO BUCKAROOS"
"SIDE BASIC PUMP"
"FANCY DOUBLE"
"RENO BOUND"
"DOUBLE BREAK"
"CHAIN IN BOX"
YOUR MEMORY WINS AGAIN CONT.

REPEAT BREAK I "CHAIN IN BOX"

REPEAT A

REPEAT B

REPEAT BREAK II "CHAIN LEFT AND RIGHT"

D  DTS SLUR STEP  DTS SLUR STEP  DTS DTS DTS RS  MOVING LEFT  "SLURS"
L  R  R  L  R  R  L  R  L  RL

REPEAT 3 MORE TIMES, SECOND MOVING RIGHT, THIRD TURNING 1/4 LEFT ON FIRST DTS MOVING LEFT AND TURNING 360 LEFT ON TRIPLE, FOURTH MOVING RIGHT TURNING 3/4 RIGHT ON TRIPLE

REPEAT BREAK II "CHAIN LEFT AND RIGHT"

REPEAT C

REPEAT BREAK II "CHAIN LEFT AND RIGHT"

REPEAT C ***NOTE: DO TWO SINGLE BASICS INSTEAD OF PAUSING 3 BEATS

REPEAT BREAK II "CHAIN LEFT AND RIGHT"

REPEAT D

E  DTS DTS STOMP DTS(XIF) STEP(XIB) HOP ON RIGHT FOOT STEP(XIF)  "MODIFIED ROCKET"
N  L  R  L  L
D  R
I  STOMP DTS DTS RS  "STOMP DOUBLE"
N  R  L  R  LR
G

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE FEEL FREE TO WRITE OR CALL:

JOY BRINDLEY (CRACKER COUNTRY CLOGGERS)
105 REDLAND DRIVE
NEW SMYRNA BEACH, FL 32069
1-904-428-6508